Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP)

Can you switch charge
station networks when
your contract is up?

If you can’t, it’s not an open network.
Open Charge Point Protocol (OCPP)
OCPP is an internationally
established open protocol
for the communication
between electric vehicle
(EV) charge station
hardware and charge
station networks (akin to a
cell phone service provider).
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protocols”, but in some
cases that isn’t true. If a
network is truly open,
you should be able to switch network providers without replacing your charging
stations when your contract is up. It makes sense when you think about a consumer
product analogy:

Would you buy a television set that only worked with
one particular satellite or cable service provider?
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EV Connect is Open
At EV ConnectTM, our EV charging solutions use OCPP in order to give
customers long-term flexibility and choice – without having to replace
hardware when you switch networks. That flexibility leads to higher
returns on your charge station investment and the lowest-possible cost of
ownership.
Being open means more to us than using OCPP as our network
communications protocol. It means we can help you design a costeffective EV charging program that is exactly what you need. From
offering you a choice of leading hardware vendors, to managing and
maintaining your entire charging program for you.
Being open also means we developed our EVCloudTM as a platform to
build and deploy industry-specific features, plug-in third-party
applications, and integrate into your existing enterprise software systems.

Industry Leadership and Experience
EV Connect is the leading provider of openstandards-based EV charging software,
services, and enterprise solutions. As a onestop shop, the company helps businesses and
governmental organizations deploy, manage,
and integrate open and driver-friendly EV
charging networks.
Since 2009, we have deployed thousands of
charging stations throughout the US.
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